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couple years ago some friends and I secured backpacks and
tents, cleaned out an old van, and headed for the Appalachian Trail.
Those six days in the wilderness were filled with firsts for each of us; never
before had we worried about the purity of our water supply, nearly frozen
to death, or hitchhiked.
Apart from these incidents, the biggest shock we experienced was the
realization that our view of life had changed dramatically. Once on the
trail we worried not about deadlines or assignments but only about finding shelter at nightfall, eating enough of the right food, having the proper
clothing for rapidly changing weather, and gathering enough firewood to
keep us warm through the night. We had reduced our lives to a level of
bare survival; we were fronting only the essential facts of life.
It appears to me now that our wilderness adventure refreshed us each
because it was more than a simple break from the stresses and deadlines of
course work. In living this way for a week, we had removed ourselves
from the world of thinking and placed ourselves into the world of being,
the world of survival-a world which by its very nature is communal
rather than individual.
Ironically, the thinking world which we had left behind was, and still
is, struggling to capture a bit of the communal experience we found during that week in late March. The week the five of us spent learning to trust
each other and accept each other's differences and limitations-an acceptance and trust without which we would not have been able to overcome
the obstacles we faced-is continually being played out on college campuses nationwide in calls for multi-cultural, gender, and homosexual understanding. Through revisions of the literary canon, college core and departmental structure, and everyday discourse, those who are pushing for
understanding and political correctness in all areas of study and life are
trying to create a community of acceptance similar to the one that grew on
our trip into the wilderness of the Smoky Mountains.
In looking back at our trip into the wilderness, the reason that sense of
community grew was because it had to. If it would not have developed
we, the inexperienced hikers we were, would not have made it back to
civilization with the health we had when we left it.
In our hiking experience, my companions and I had no need to make
an effort to accept one another's differences; these differences were actually put to good use as we divided up the daily chores necessary to keep
ourselves alive. However, in an academic environment where individual
thought takes importance over the struggle for survival and community
building, a concerted effort must be made to develop a sense of commu- '

rrity if one is to be developed. By looking at the changes wrought on campuses over the last few years, we can clearly see that this project of community building through acceptance and tolerance is working thanks to
the efforts of administrators and others.
However, in society at large this new level of acceptance and spirit of
community cannot be found in areas where different cultural groups collide, the place where it is needed the most. In a racially tense area of New
York recently the Reverend Al Sharpton, a radical black leader, was
stabbed in the chest during a march through a white neighborhood. This
march and the other actions undertaken by Sharpton and his cohorts have
not been drives to gain independence from or equality with the oppressive rule of the white majority but rather to stir racial passions even more
deeply-to up the ante in this volatile game.
As Shelby Steele pointed out in his lecture last month on this campus,
rather than striving for equality leaders like Sharpton are portraying
themselves as victims of a system run by those who differ from them.
Rather than trying to bridge this racial and cultural gap, exactly what is
being undertaken on college campuses, Sharpton uses his status as a victim of the system to give himself power.
Though the movements for multi-culturalism and tolerance on campuses today do not usually end in bloodshed as did Sharpton' s latest
march, the goals are startlingly similar. These minority groups with newfound voices go beyond calling for equality; they demand tribute for their
past subjugation in a white-male dominated culture. In the past year they
have made demands of college administrations for such things as ethnic
and gender exclusive student lounges, special deans of minority affairs,
and gender exclusive classes for women who feel intimidated to speak in
classes filled with males. This institutionalized segregation, as Steele
pointed out, does not lead to greater understanding or tolerance (its supposed goal) but to further division among groups.
If it loses sight of its original goal of equality, any group which campaigns against the majority is doomed to bring greater separation on itself.
Though the equality of these groups is very much deserved in most cases,
when any group begins to demand tribute for its difference it runs the risk
of further separation. When I hear about the stabbing of Sharpton or
drives for special tribute to minority groups, the words of Benjamin
Franklin spoken at the time of the American Revolution come to mind as
strongly as they did on our spring break hiking trip. "Gentlemen," and
now gentlewomen Franklin would add, "if we don't hang together now
we will all hang separately."
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Jim Heethuis

On Salisbury Cathedral
Aging pillars converging into spires
Ascend heavenward,
Shadows linger on frosted amber stone.
History's saints mask the facade,
Worn with time.
The faded faces of purgatory souls
Shriek in anguish.
Decorated mound of holiness
Grasps for God,
Reminding Him of its intended immortality.

Jennifer Snoeyink

Fremont Ave.
The house where I grew up
was one of many rooms, plus one
found sealed behind somber paneling.
Its rude discovery
revealed a mocking paper skeleton sentry
alert atop a dead man's chest
with a yo-ho-ho-and-a-bottle-of-rum
at the end of that first passage.
My parents concluded
by the soapstone ashtrays filled with
dormant butts
that this had been the clubhouse
of the former owner's sons
(though I knew better that
Mr. Nelson at 79 or 97
was too old to be a father).
I never saw beyond that
chest, menacing though empty,
but waited anxiously, breathlessly
for my brothers and their whooping friends
who disappeared that week
into blackness
returning from time to time
with exhausted candle stubs and
bloodied notes from the dead,
crestfallen
by the green floral
wallpaper
my mom used to
seal the yawning mouth.

Jenny Gage

What about Faith?
By Anthony Meyer

Editor's Note: "What about Faith" was written to emulate Nathaniel
Hawthorne's short story, "Young Goodman Brown" in both style and content. In
Hawthorne's tale, Brown leaves his young wife, Faith, and his Puritan village to
make a short venture into the forest. There he encounters many of his fellow
townspeople and is witness to their acts of witchcraft. Brown returns home, disillusioned and angry with the sinfulness and hypocrisy of his fellow humans,
never to rejoin the fellowship of his community.

Young Goodman Brown came forth at sunset into the street at Salem
village; but put his head back, after crossing the threshold, to exchange a
parting kiss with his young wife. And Faith, as the wife was aptly named,
thrust her own pretty head into the street. He watched the white ribbons
in her hair play in the wind while she called to him.
"Dearest heart," she whispered softly and rather sadly when her lips
were close to his ear, "please put off your journey until sunrise and sleep in
your own bed tonight. A lone woman is troubled with such dreams and
such thoughts that she's afraid of herself sometimes. Please stay with me
to-night, dear husband, of all nights in the year."
"My love and my Faith," replied young Goodman Brown, "of all
nights in the year, it is on this one that I must leave you. My journey, as
you call it, must be done between now and sunrise. What, my sweet,
pretty wife, do you doubt me already, and we have been married only
three months?"
"Then God bless you!" said Faith with the white ribbons, "and may
you find all well when you come back."
"Amen!" cried Goodman Brown. "Say your prayers, dear Faith, and
go to bed with your white ribbons, and no harm will come to you."
So they parted, and Faith tenderly closed the door behind him. She
did as he had told her to do and immediately went to bed. Faith lay in bed
without sleeping, for her mind was on her husband in the woods. She
hadn't wanted him to go, but she knew that he had to. She knew even
better than he why he had to go, for she too had gone into the woods years
before on a night like this night; she too had been mysteriously drawn into
the darkness and had come back a changed person. Surely her husband's
life would be changed just as hers had been, but in what way? Who would
come back to her?

As Faith lay in bed with the hours slowly creeping by, memories of
her secret trip to the woods flooded over her. She had been only thirteen
years old, but she remembered the night vividly. Her friend Lydia had
talked her into sneaking into the woods late one evening to meet all their
friends. Faith felt compelled to go even though she knew it was against
her mother's wishes. Disobedience had never been an option to her before, and she hadn't wanted to do it this time, but some force inside her
had pulled her into the woods. That same force had now taken her husband into the woods.
With her Sunday white ribbons already in her hair, Faith met Lydia on
the outskirts of the woods. They set off into the woods just before sunset,
Lydia excitedly and Faith guiltily. They walked hand-in-hand down the
dark path for what seemed like an hour to Faith but was really only twenty
minutes. The sun was almost gone as it rapidly fell behind the trees. The
rustling leaves created a hiss beneath their feet which grew louder as they
walked deeper into the woods. The trees were battling together in the
brisk wind. Faith looked up and imagined a celestial battle going on
above her between God's heavenly army of white birches and Satan's mercenaries of oak.
A sudden crack resounded from the path behind them which sent
Faith stumbling forward onto the black dirt and dirty leaves. When she
collected her senses and looked back, she saw Lydia, unshaken, calmly
staring at a monstrous birch tree lying across the path not ten feet behind
them. A thick dust was settling on the tree and everything around it.
Faith raised herself to her feet with the help of a young oak whose lowest branch seemed almost like a human hand reaching out to help her. She
took hold of the branch and hoisted herself to her feet. Maybe she
felt some inner prodding or maybe her senses were not altogether
right yet from her fall, but as she got up and began to brush herself
✓,,,. off, she uttered the words "Thank you" to that dark oak. Realizing
her foolishness, Faith sheepishly looked up at Lydia and saw a
:·. confident and almost triumphant grin grow across her face.
i Lydia bounded to where Faith was standing.
"Well, that certainly was exciting, but we must move on.
, We are almost there and the others will be waiting for us." With
this Lydia gleefully skipped down the path deeper into the
woods.
Faith, stunned at Lydia's unwarranted excitement, simply
stood dazed and watched her skip away. She turned her attention
to the white tree lying on the ground and felt a pain shoot across her
chest. At that moment, for some unexplainable reasons, she felt such
a kinship with that tree that she could feel the tears gathering behind
her eyes. She felt that there was more than simply a dead tree before
.;, her. Could this tree be ....
~~t~f'~ \
"Aren't you coming? We're late, come on!" Lydia's voice broke
, ': ·
Fa~th's spell. Fai_th reached up, ti~htened the white ribbons in ~er
·
hair, and clumsily ran after Lydia. When she caught up with
'Lydia, she couldn't help glancing back one more time at the majestic birch. The tree, which just moments ago was shining white, now
seemed to be a light shade of red. Faith rubbed her eyes and looked again
to see if her eyes were playing some kind of joke on her. It seemed to be
even darker now as she looked at it again. Was this simply an illusion
formed by the settling dust or the setting sun or was this really happening?
Faith had no time to discover the true reason, for Lydia immediately
grabbed her hand and they were again running down the path together.
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Through the hissing of the leaves beneath their feet, Faith could hear
the distant voices of the girls. She couldn't recognize what they were saying, but it sounded, from a distance, like some sort of chant being recited in
unison.
Lydia stopped and turned to the right. "There they are!" she said as
she pointed to a glimmering light through the thick bushes and dove into
the brush. Faith followed carefully but quickly. The branches seemed to be
reaching out for her as she worked her way through. Occasionally a
branch would catch hold of her ribbons, and she would pause to tighten
them.
Faith suddenly broke free from the brush and stepped into a clearing.
It was a small oval clearing not larger than the land her house was on. In
the center was a large bonfire with bright yellow and red flames leaping
toward the sky. The flames flooded the clearing with light. Faith saw the
gigantic oak trees which seemed to stand guard around the oval. The
trunks drew an imaginary boundary line which the brush did not dare to
cross. The towering branches created a roof above them while their leaves
provided the carpet below. Faith followed the smoke as it swirled around
the upper regions of the room and escaped through a small hole in the center where the branches did not reach. Around the fire, on logs used as
pews, sat the girls who made up the rest of Faith's catechism class. Much
to Faith's surprise all of them were there-even Grace Miller, Susan Bush,
and Elizabeth Cooper. On the far side of the circle, she saw through the
flames that Charity Williams had even brought her younger sister Hope.
A smile came over Faith's face as she felt a sisterhood binding them all together.
This feeling grew stronger as Lydia led Faith closer to the fire. The
circle of girls interrupted the hymn they were singing when Lydia and
Faith approached the circle. They all jumped to their feet and screamed a
welcome of delight to Faith. One by one they approached her and each
welcomed her with a hug. Little Hope Williams was the last to welcome
Faith. Surprisingly, she gave her a kiss on the cheek and whispered "Welcome, sister," into her ear and ran back to her seat.
Faith was puzzled by this strange ceremony of welcome but soon dismissed the strangeness and eagerly sat down to finish her favorite hymn
with the rest of her friends.
Before the final note of the hymn was yet done, little Hope Williams
jumped up from the oak log on which she was sitting and exclaimed,
"Let's have the fun now. All thirteen of us are here now so let's play a
game!" All the girls nodded in agreement and whispered among themselves as Faith sat quietly watching.
"Let's play royalty!" suggested Hope in an almost scream, rising
above the murmur of the crowd. A resounding "Yeah" rose from the girls
as they all beamed. Faith couldn't help joining in the excitement and
beamed right along with them. Susan Bush immediately darted into the
woods as Hope screamed that tonight Faith would be queen. Honor
flooded through Faith as the girls all gathered around her. Lydia grabbed
her hand and pulled her away from the crowd and to the outside of the
oval.
"All you have to do," explained Lydia as she clasped her black cloak
around Faith's neck, "is be queen. I will go before you and make a path for
you, and they will all worship you."
Lydia took her place in front of Faith, folded her hands together, and
raised her head in royal fashion. She put on a solemn and priestly face and
slowly began to walk forward. Faith couldn't help but smile as all the girls
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stared at her in awe. Susan Bush bolted out of the woods and placed a
wreath made of a small oak branch on her head and ran to join the crowd.
As Lydia reached the girls, they parted to form a corridor for Faith to walk
through. Faith walked slowly down the path as the girls bowed low beside her. Lydia, too, stopped and bowed before her, as the girls formed a
circle around the queen. The orange light of the fire danced on Faith's face
as she enjoyed the homage being paid to her.
"I am holy," Faith thought to herself. "I am like the perfect Jesus riding
into the city of Jerusalem. I am the Queen!"
"If you are a queen, prove it now!" snarled Hope suddenly from behind Faith. Faith whirled around to see Hope standing close to her with
the fire dancing in her eyes.
"Yeah, do something royal and perfect, Queen Faith. Show us your
holiness!" Faith whirled back around to see Lydia growling at her. Even
though Lydia's back was to the fire,
Faith thought she saw the same flames
in the eyes of her friend that had been
in the eyes of Hope.
"What do you mean, Lydia?" cried
Faith in desperation and confusion as
the circle grew tighter around her.
~
"Give me back my crown!"
shouted Susan as she grabbed the
wreath from Faith's head. Faith's
hand reached up to her head as the
crown disappeared and came down
dripping with blood. Faith screamed
in terror and looked at the crown in
-.-11
Susan's hand. Instead of a crown of
_/
oak, there was now a crown of thorns
with her own blood dripping from
each thorn.
"What kind of game is this,
Lydia?" shrieked Faith as the blood
dripped from her finger tips.
"This is no game," snarled Lydia
as she ripped the black cloak from
Faith's shoulders. "This is reality. You
are no queen. You are no better than
any of us. Show us your power; show
us you are better than us and we will worship you again. Until then we
will despise you!"
Faith turned in circles looking for one sympathetic face in the evertightening mob. She saw only hatred and evil on all the faces she had before known only to be good and kind. She looked into Grace's eyes and
was pierced with a hatred that sank right to her heart. She turned to Hope
and saw her little fist shaking and her voice screaming from the depths of
her being. She turned to Charity just in time to catch her spit full in the
face. As she spun around faster and faster the voices seemed to get louder
and louder. The evil faces seemed to blend together to form one face. As
she fell to the ground, she thought she recognized that face as her own.
Blackness enveloped her.
The sheets were wet with sweat as she woke with a start. The Sunday
morning sunrise cast a red glow over the room. Had she been dreaming or
had she unknowingly made her way home? Her hand shot to her head
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md felt the silky smooth hair still wrapped in its ribbons. Relief flooded
1er soul as she dismissed the past night's events as simply a nightmare far
:r om reality.
Faith quietly wandered to the washroom to prepare for the Sabbath
;ervices. She tiptoed across the rough wooden floor so as not to wake her
nother. Her father, as usual, would already be out doing the morning
:hores before the day began. She closed the washroom door behind her
md turned to look in the small mirror above the water basin. Terror
spread across her face as she saw her reflection.
Everything was the same as before except one thing: her ribbons. The
ribbons which had been so clean and white were now stained a dark crimson. She pulled at the ends of the now red ribbons but they refused to
loosen. She pulled with all her might but only succeeded in tightening
them more. Frantically, she thrust her head into the cold water basin and
scrubbed the ribbons. She scrubbed
and pulled and rinsed until she was
sure they would have to be white
again. Eagerly she looked into the
mirror to see the ribbons now pink instead of red. Faith desperately flung
her head back into the water and continued her frantic work. No matter
how hard she tried, she could not get
the ribbons out and could not reduce
the red to anything less than pink.
Ashamed of the pink ribbons which
reminded her of her disobedience,
Faith quickly dressed and dashed out
the door before her mother could
awaken and ask her about her ribbons.
Faith wanted to run away and never
let her pink ribbons be seen again. But
where would she go? She couldn't
live in the woods and she knew of
nothing outside Salem. She was
trapped and she knew it. She had no
choice but to remain in Salem and let
her pink ribbons be seen by everyone.
Everyone would see the evidence of
her tainted life.
Faith stepped into Deacon Gookin' s catechism class full of apprehension. What would the girls do to her? Would they shun her and reject her
as they had done last night? Would they be the evil girls from the woods
or the pure girls she had known before? Would Lydia be her friend or the
double-crosser? And what would Deacon Gookin do to her? Surely he
would have to punish her for her disobedience. Would he allow her to attend church anymore or stay in Salem for that matter?
Faith stepped into the doorway of her classroom and stood staring at
her shoes, not daring to look up. She heard Deacon Gookin' s voice fall silent mid-sentence, yet she continued to stare at her shoes, waiting for his
impending thunder. She could hear the pounding of her heart through the
deafening silence and she longed to turn and run away forever. Her feet,
however, remained planted in the doorway.
"If you would please take your seat in the empty chair next to Lydia
we can continue our lesson."
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Shocked by the normality of Deacon Gookin' s voice, Faith looked up
for the first time to see the girls. There they sat, exactly the same as every
Sunday morning. Some smiled and snickered as they looked at her while
others were taking this opportunity to look out the window. Everything
was the same except for one thing. The ribbons in their hair, which had
always been white, were now pink, just like her own. Those who had bonnets on wore pink bonnets instead of white. Whether in ribbons or bonnet,
each girl was wearing the same color pink that Faith herself was wearing,
yet they were all acting as if nothing were different.
Confused and bewildered, Faith turned to Deacon Gookin for an explanation. The Deacon's face was as warm and friendly as always. The
people of Salem liked to think that the Deacon had the face of Jesus, or at
least of an angel. His face seemed to be especially kind as she looked to
him, but it offered no explanation or even comprehension of her trouble.
Faith's knees began to shake as she saw, instead of a white shirt, a cleanly
starched pink shirt beneath Deacon Gookin' s coat.
In a daze, Faith half walked and half stumbled to the open chair. Under the table, Lydia's hand grasped her own as she whispered, "Are you
all right? You look like you've seen a ghost." Faith answered by dumbly
staring at the pink bonnet sitting on top of her friend's head.
As the congregation gathered for worship, Faith saw a sea of pink.
Every person wore pink where before they had worn white. No person
was excepted: not the youngest baby or the oldest man. Ever her mother
and father arrived in their pink attire. Was this all a dream? Was everybody really wearing pink or was this all in her imagination?
Through the ocean of pink and black, Faith saw Reverend Giles' back
as he walked up to the pulpit, and she caught a flash of white from the
shirt cuffs showing beneath his coat. Here was one man who had no pink.
Surely he could explain this trouble of hers. Reverend Giles turned to face
his congregation and revealed a clerical collar boasting a pink strip rather
than white. Instead of shock, a strange sense relief settled into Faith's soul.
Everyone had pink, just like her. Reverend Giles seemed to be staring into
Faith's eyes as he proclaimed the welcome to the community of believers.
Faith even thought she saw him wink at her, but that may have been the
bright sunlight sparkling through the window. Faith couldn't help but
smile as she took hold of her mother's hand on one side of her and her
father's on the other.
Faith never asked her friends about that night in the woods or about
the white that now seemed pink. Whether this was a dream or an illusion
or if it really did happen she never knew. She did know, however, that she
felt a oneness with her friends, family, and community that she had never
felt before. A oneness in their pinkness.
Young Goodman Brown arrived home early that morning. He entered his house by the light of the moon for the sun was still sleeping. His
head felt thick and his legs were tired from his night-long journey. "It
must have been a dream," he muttered to himself. "Surely my Faith's
white ribbons are still as pure as her soul."
The bedroom door moaned softly as he gently pushed it open. There
before him lay sleeping his beautiful bride, with pink ribbons in her hair.
His stomach churned as disgust and anger welled inside him. He dashed
from the room and continued out of the house until he reached the barn.
His weary legs threw him down on a bed of hay. He fell asleep next to the
cow. His hands were clenched in rage and his teeth grinding in disgust
with his wife-with his wife and all humanity.
0

By John Lundell

"It is well war is so terrible-we
should grow too fond of it."
-Robert E. Lee
"I am of your opinion that the command of this army is not to be desired or sought for and that it is
more likely to destroy one's reputation than add to it."
-George G. Meade
11

All I ask offate is that I may be
killed leading a cavalry charge."
-Jeb Stuart
"Laugh as long as you please, but I
will be a general yet, for all your
chaff. You see if I don 't, that's all."
-George Armstrong Custer

tdawnonJulyl, 1863, when the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia
and the Federal Army of the Potomac
came to grips among the hills and
plains of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the battle signified more than a meeting of two great armies of
the Civil War. It was a reunion of sorts for four
men, two from the South and two from the North,
who were both acquaintances and enemies. One
was born to lead an army; his opponent came to
lead one by joining the army to avoid unemployment. One was leading cavalry in search of glory
while his opponent rode in the cavalry simply because he had always wanted to be a soldier.
Robert E. Lee was born to lead an army. His
father, General "Light Horse Harry" Lee, was a
hero of the American Revolution, and in his steps
young Robert followed by entering the U.S. Military Academy at West Point as an eighteen-yearold in 1825. Lee lived up to the great expectations
of the people of Virginia, his native state, by exhibiting excellent military knowledge and discipline at the academy and graduating second in his
class of forty-six. Because of his high standing at
"The Point," Lee earned an assignment to the elite
Corps of Engineers as a second lieutenant in 1829,
a dream assignment for most West Point graduates.
When the United States declared war against
Mexico in 1846, Lee, now a devoted husband and
- father holding the rank of captain in the engineers, was assigned to the staff of General
Winfield Scott. Lee had earned an excellent
reputation as an engineer since graduating from
the academy, and Scott knew him to be a dependable soldier and one of the army's rising stars.
Scott appointed Lee to be his military adviser,
never imagining that the skills Lee would learn
while serving under him would be used to defeat
armies led by his fellow engineers less than fifteen
years later.
On March 6, 1847, Scott and his staff, including Lee, went on a steamship ride that led to one
of the many strange ironies of the Civil War period. The goal of the voyage was to scout out the

A
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fortifications of Veracruz, Mexico and plan an assault on the city using the newly gained information. When the ship, the Petrita, floated too closE
to the city's coastal defenses, the Mexican gunnen
opened fire. Although their shells splashed harmlessly around the Petrita, had just one of them hit
the small, unarmed ship it may have killed LeE
and two other engineers, Lieutenant George
McClellan and Second Lieutenant George Meade,
destined for fame in the Civil War.
Following the U.S. victory over Mexico, Lee
returned to his prewar assignment of building
fortifications for cities and harbors on the East
Coast. In 1852, Major Lee was called away from
these duties to become the superintendent of West
Point which meant temporarily moving his family from Arlington, his wife's family mansion in
Virginia located just across the Potomac River
from Washington D.C.
During Robert's three-year tenure as superintendent, Mrs. Lee became something of a mother
to the cadets at the academy. One cadet, a brash,
fun-loving, young man named James Ewell
Brown (J eb) Stuart, became a close friend of the
Lee family and held them in great respect. Stuart
spent many of his free evenings at the Lee dinner
table talking with them about various topics.
In 1859 Colonel Lee and Lieutenant Stuart
crossed paths again when the violent abolitionist
John Brown led a small group of men to capture
the federal armory at Harper's Ferry, Virginia
(now West Virginia), and arm area slaves to rebel
against their owners. When news of the raid
reached the War Department, Secretary of War
John Floyd asked Stuart, who was on furlough
and happened to be sitting in the office, to summon Lee, who was also on furlough and living at
Arlington, to come to the War Department. Floyd
and President James Buchanan assigned Lee to attend to the insurrection at Harper's Ferry. Stuart,
who always enjoyed the excitement of action,
volunteered to go along as an aide. Lee, Stuart,
and a battalion of Marines captured Brown, but
when he was tried and hanged the two officers
went their separate ways, Lee to Texas and Stuart
to Kansas. At their posts both men carefully
watched events unfold in the East.
On the northern side of the Mason-Dixon
Line, a lieutenant in the Topographical Engineers

1amed George Meade also
watched political events unfold
with great interest. Meade's military career, however, was not nearly as distinguished
as Robert E. Lee's.
Meade, a native of Spain who came to the
United States as an infant, had no idea what he
wanted to do when he entered West Point at the
age of sixteen in 1831. In fact, he entered the academy only because by so doing he could get a good
education for a small price. His lack of detail in
dress and equipment at the academy and his disinterest in drill earned him 168 demerits in his
first year, just thirty-two short of expulsion. He ever came
survived, however, and upon graduation in 1835 back), another was
was commissioned as a brevet second lieutenant killed at the Battle of Monterey, and a fourth was
in the Third U.S. Artillery. After his required year shot and killed when he dropped his gun belt and
of service, Meade resigned his commission and his revolver discharged. Finally, a larger group of
turned to the world of surveying and mapping.
topographical officers arrived in Mexico. Meade
Although he worked for the Topographical was ordered to return to his home in Philadelphia
Bureau (a branch of the Corps of Engineers) and because there were suddenly too many officers in
came to know the surveying trade well, Meade the Topographical Engineers. For his service in
feared he might lose his civilian job. At the time, Mexico, Meade received a only brevet rank and a
Congress was considering a measure limiting pat on the back He had, however, successfully
government surveys to the Topographical Engi- demonstrated the usefulness of the Topographical
neers. Once this bill excluding civilians passed, it Corps in an actual war.
became necessary, as Meade saw it, to gain reapBetween the War with Mexico and the Civil
pointment to the army in order to continue his War, Meade spent much of his time selecting
trade. So on May 19, 1842, he re-entered the army sights for lighthouses in Key West, Florida, and
as a second lieutenant of Topographical Engi- mapping waterways. He was named as the sevneers.
enth district engineer of the newly organized U.S.
At the outbreak of the Mexican War four years Lighthouse Board in 1852. Not long after this aplater, Meade was assigned to the staff of General pointment, Meade was promoted to supervisor of
Zachary Taylor. He spent only a year in Mexico, the seventh district as well as the fourth district,
but he worked much of that time as the only topo- making him responsible for Florida, Delaware,
graphical engineer on Taylor's staff. The army and New Jersey. Surveying the depths and maphad no intention of making Meade the only ping the harbors of Lake Erie became Meade's
"topog" with Taylor, but Meade's superior offic- next project, and he and his family moved to Deers simply had bad luck Two of his superiors fell troit in 1856. There the Meades remained until
ill and went home to recuperate (neither of whom Civil War swept the nation in 1861.
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When South Carolina, Mississippi, Florida,
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas broke
from the Union between December 20, 1860, and
February 1, 1861, war between North and South
became inevitable. Thousands of men then serving in the army were forced to decide with which
side they would cast their lot. Within the next few
months Robert E. Lee, Jeb Stuart, and George
Meade also had to make the gut-wrenching decision.
In a letter written to his wife while duty called
him away, Meade expressed his opinion concerning the War rather bluntly. "I have ever held it to
be my duty to uphold and maintain the Constitution and resist the disruption of this government,"
he wrote. "With this opinion, I hold the other side
responsible for the existing state of affairs." And
even though fighting for the North meant fighting
against members of his own family-a sister had
married a Mississippi plantation owner, another
had married a navy man from South Carolina,
and his sister-in-law was the wife of the governor
of Virginia-Meade moved his family back to
Philadelphia and cast his lot with the North. He
was forty-five years old.
For Lee the decision was much more complex.
He continued his duties in the army until his native state, Virginia, decided which road she would
follow. On April 17, 1861, Virginia seceded from
the Union. Lee was called to the War Department
the following day and offered the command of the
U.S. forces as a last gasp effort to keep him in the
army. Despite the enticing offer, Lee resigned
from the United States Army that same day.
Uee' s decision was not based on the question
of slavery, rather, it was based on honor. He actually despised slavery and had let his own slaves
go many years before. Thus, Lee would not have
fought to preserve the institution. He also regretted the coming conflict, but he didn't regret the
abolishing of slavery as a possible result of war.
Although Lee felt it would be a calamity if the
Union dissolved, he could not force himself to
draw his sword against everything dear to himhis relatives, his children, and his home. One of
the South's best military minds was going home.
He was fifty-four years old.
Stuart's decision must have been easy for him
to make. Already in January, 1861, he had written
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to Jefferson Davis, a senator from Mississippi
(who unbeknown~t to Jeb had been elected as provisional President of the Confederate States of
America), seeking a commission in the Confederate army that would take effect if Virginia, Stuart's
native state, seceded. Upon Virginia's secession,
Jeb and his family quickly began packing their
bags for the trip from his post in Kansas to Virginia. Ironically, while the Stuarts prepared to
leave, Jeb received notice of his appointment to
the captaincy of the First U.S. Cavalry. Jeb was not
impressed. He was twenty-eight years old.
While Meade, Lee, and Stuart chose sides, an
athletic twenty-one-year-old West Point cadet
was finishing his last year at the academy and, no
doubt, contemplating his future in the U.S. Army.
He was an excellent student at the academy but
lacking when it came to discipline. His girlish
looks and blond, curly hair earned him the nickname "Fanny" among his classmates. His looks
must have been an asset, however, because he was
very popular with the girls and liked them as
much as they liked him. While at West Point he
earned a reputation as an excellent horseman,
emulating a former cadet named Ulysses S. Grant.
His name was George Armstrong Custer.
On July 21, 1861, when the first great battle of
the Civil War, the First Battle of Bull Run, was
fought near Manassas, Virginia, Stuart and Custer
were on the battlefield. (Major General Lee was in
Richmond organizing new Confederate troops,
seeing to it that they were supplied, and assigning
them to threatened areas in Virginia.) Lieutenant
Colonel Stuart arrived at Manassas as commander of the First Virginia Cavalry, a regiment
that spent much of the day impatiently waiting to
be thrown into action. Finally, at 2 PM, General
Pierre Beauregard ordered the First Virginia Cavalry to attack where the fighting was the hottest.
Stuart rode off with his troopers and nearly led
them into the midst of a New York regiment before he realized they were Federals. When he did
identify them, he charged. His attack started the
New Yorkers running. Nearby Federal regiments
panicked and joined the New Yorkers in their
sprint for Washington. Shortly, most of the Federal battleline dissolved into a mass of running
soldiers. Confederate victory was assured.
On the Federal side, Second Lieutenant

Custer nearly missed the battle completely. A
court-martial charge by his commandant at the
academy, Lieutenant Colonel John Reynolds, kept
him there after his classmates had left_. When the
charges were dropped, Custer immediately rode
to the War Department, arriving on July 20. When
George reported to the War Department he was
ordered to carry a message from General Winfield
Scott to General Irvin McDowell, commander of
the Federal army moving against the Rebels at
Manassas, and then report to Company G of the
Second U.S. Cavalry. Custer scrounged up a
horse in Washington and started the thirty mile
ride to Manassas that night. He joined his regiment at dawn on July 21, just before the guns
opening the First Battle of Bull Run began to roar.
Although the role Custer's regiment played during the battle was negligible, his company did
have the distinction of being among the last organized troops to retreat from the battlefield.
Following a winter spent training and organizing, the Federal Army of the Potomac, now led
by General George McClellan, and the Confederate army bearing the same name, commanded by
General Joe Johnston, came to grips again in the
spring of 1862 on the peninsula between the York
and James rivers east of Richmond. During the
"Peninsula Campaign," Custer's daring and courage impressed McClellan so much that he made
Custer a captain of volunteers and added him to
his staff as an aide-de-camp.
On May 31, Joe Johnston, who had allowed
the Federals to creep to within seven miles of
Richmond virtually unhindered, finally attacked
them at a village called Seven Pines. Johnston's
excellent battle plan proved to be too complicated
for the inexperienced officers and men of the Confederate army, however, and the attack turned
into uncoordinated efforts by single brigades.
When the battle resumed the next day, the
Federals pushed the Rebels back almost to their
starting point.
Though the Battle of Seven Pines had no important strategic consequences, it did have a profound impact on the course of the Civil War. On
the first day of the fight Johnston had been
wounded and taken from the field. President
Davis replaced Johnston with Robert E. Lee, who
had been serving as Davis's military advisor.

Lee's
appointment evoked few
cheers
in
the
South. He had led
a poorly executed
campaign in western Virginia the previous fall and his reputation among the Southern people had diminished greatly. McClellan
appraised his former engineering colleague as
"cautious
and
weak
under
grave
responsibility... wanting in moral firmness when
pressed by heavy responsibility... [and] likely to be
timid and irresolute in action." But a Southern
officer who knew Lee well noted that despite his
quiet demeanor and aristocratic bearing, he was a
man of daring. "His name might be Audacity. He
will take more chances, and take them quicker
than any other general in this country."
Lee named his command the Army of Northern Virginia. His most pressing objective was to
push McClellan away from the gates of Richmond, and he immediately began planning an offensive to accomplish just that. On June 12 he sent
Brigadier General Stuart and 1,200 troopers to
find out the exact location of McClellan's army.
Stuart saw the assignment as an opportunity to
ride completely around the Federal army, embarrassing McClellan, and showering himself with
glory. During his three-day ride, Stuart did gallop
around McClellan's 100,000 man army. And in
the process, his troopers burned countless Union
supply wagons and two transport ships, tore up
railroad tracks used to supply McClellan, captured 170 prisoners, outwitted pursuing enemy
cavalry led by Stuart's father-in-law, and discovered that McClellan's right flank was "in the air."
All this at the cost of one man.
It hardly seems fair to continue referring to
Jeb Stuart without shedding some light on the
man himself. By the time the Peninsula Campaign was in full swing, Stuart was on his way to
becoming a Southern legend. He was dashing,
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daring-the
very
epitome of a Southern cavalier.
When he rode into a town, the local
girls often bombarded him with
roses and kisses, none of which he
~ ever tried to escape. When he rode
, , into battle he occasionally had a
7
scarlet cape draped over his shoulders
and always wore a plumed hat. He carried
a huge LeMatt pistol, featuring over-and-under
barrels capable of firing nine .52-caliber bullets
and a charge of shot. His staff contained anyone
that caught his eye: John Pelham, a handsome
twenty-three-year-old lieutenant whom Stuart
placed in command of the Stuart Horse Artillery; John Esten Cooke, the cousin of Stuart's
wife, who after the war became an accomplished
novelist; and Sam Sweeney, who served on
Stuart's staff simply because he played the banjo
well. Most of his staff members were quite young,
and all of them loved a good joke.
With Stuart's information, Lee commenced
what historians call "The Seven Days Battle." On
June 26 he hit McClellan's right flank at
Mechanicsville. On the 27th the Confederates
struck at Gaines' Mill and captured Custer's old
commandant, Brigadier General John Reynolds.
June 29 saw fighting at Savage Station as
McClellan retreated from Richmond toward the
James River. War came to Glendale on June 30
and the Pennsylvania Reserves lost another brigadier general, George Meade, who was sent home
to Philadelphia to recover after bullets hit him in
the forearm and back. Finally, on July 1, Malvern
Hill, located on the banks of the James River,
roared with the sounds of battle as McClellan
saved his vastly superior army from what he believed was destruction. In August an outgeneralled George McClellan was ordered to
bring his army back to Washington.
A Confederate victory in late August over the

Federal Army of Virginia at the Second Battle of
Bull Run opened the door for Lee to invade Maryland in September. In the midst of McClellan's
pursuit of the Rebels, Meade, who returned to
duty prior to Second Bull Run, was pleasantly
surprised to receive temporary command of the
Pennsylvania Reserves. Meade's good friend and
regular commander of the division, Major General John Reynolds, who returned to duty following a prisoner exchange, had unexpectedly been
called to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to recruit new
troops.
When the Army of the Potomac caught the
Rebels on September 16 near the town of
Sharpsburg, Maryland, the divisions of General
Joseph Hooker's First Corps under Meade, General James Ricketts, and General Abner
Doubleday (the legendary creator of baseball) attacked Lee's left flank near dusk. The firefight
eventually involved a mile-long battleline before
darkness put an end to the fighting. The issue between Lee and McClellan would be decided the
next day.
Hooker's Corps opened the Battle of Antietam in earnest when Meade, Ricketts, and
Doubleday again attacked Lee's left flank at dawn
on the 17th. The carnage was horrific. Bullets and
artillery shells filled the air, some of which were
fired by John Pelham and the twenty-five-gun
Stuart Horse Artillery which was supporting
"Stonewall" Jackson's line against the attack. Everywhere men and animals lie on the ground
screaming in agony from wounds. A spent
grapeshot gave Meade a painful bruise on the
thigh, and his horse took a bullet in the neck.
At the height of the battle, Hooker, who foolishly rode a white horse, suffered a severe wound
to the foot. Ordering Meade to take over the First
Corps, Hooker retired from the field. Meade
passed the command over to Ricketts, his senior
in rank. A short time later, however, McClellan
sent a note that ignored rank and placed Meade in
command of the corps. Ammunition running
low and his men nearly exhausted, Meade withdrew shortly before noon and replenished his ammunition. However, the First Corps was not
called upon for further action that day.
The carnage on the battlefield of Antietam defies description. Combined, nearly 24,000 men

became casualties, 8,000 of whom were killed or language, started his campaign against Lee well
mortally wounded. More Americans were killed enough by stealing a march on the Rebels in mid
or mortally wounded in that single day at Anti- November. When the march stopped, Burnside's
etam than in the War of 1812, The Mexican War, army lay across the Rappahannock River from
and the Spanish-American war combined. Al- Fredericksburg some fifty miles north of Richthough the battle was a tactical draw, the Army of mond, and there were few Rebels in the area to
Northern Virginia, now less than 30,000 strong, oppose him. But by the time the pontoons
didn't have the manpower to continue the inva- Burnside needed to bridge the river arrived sevsion. Screened by Stuart's cavalry, the rebels eral weeks later, the Army of Northern Virginia
recrossed the Potomac into Virginia to lick their held a strong line on the heights beyond
Fredericksburg. Even though Burnside faced
wounds.
In October, Lee ordered Stuart on a fact-find- Lee's entire army, he decided to cross the river
ing ride behind enemy lines to discover and attack the Confederates.
The December 12 Battle of Fredericksburg
McClellan's intentions. Following a serenade by
Stuart and his staff to the girls living at a planta- was a Federal disaster. On the right, Confederate
tion named The Bower (where John Pelham had infantry posted behind a stone wall leveled wave
courted several girls and squired them in a cap- after wave of attacking Federal infantry. On the
tured army wagon painted bright yellow) which left, however, things were different.
was being used as cavalry headquarters, the
When the First Corp commanded by
troopers left on another of their adventures. Be- Reynolds (who had returned to the army shortly
tween October 10 and 12, the cavaliers rode all the after Antietam) attacked, the 5,000 man division
way to Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, destroyed a under George Meade pierced Stonewall Jackson's
government depot there after supplying them- battleline. Confederates rushed to the scene and
selves with goods, took dozens of prisoners, cap- launched a furious counterattack that decimated
tured some 1,200 horses, and evaded a Federal Meade's brigades. After twenty minutes of destrap set for the raiders. The non-stop, eighty-hour perate fighting and with no support moving to
ride took the troopers completely around help them, Meade's 3,200 survivors beat a hasty
McClellan's army for the second time. This time, retreat. When Meade saw Reynolds he cried,
however, Stuart lost two men including his staff's "Did they think my division could whip Lee's
whole army?" Meade's brief breakthrough
bones player, which greatly saddened Stuart.
President Lincoln had finally seen enough of proved to be the only Federal success of the day.
While Meade's division was moving against
George McClellan. On November 7, the president
removed the general from command. McClellan's Jackson, Major John Pelham and two of the Stuart
dismissal not only put him out of a job, but also Horse Artillery performed one of most gallant
put George Custer out of his job. Custer's cap0
taincy while he served on McClellan's staff only
continued "during the pleasure of the President
of the United States." McClellan's removal '-'
clearly stated that Lincoln was no longer 0
"pleasuring." Although Custer had been
promoted to first lieutenant in the Fifth U.S.
Cavalry in July, until his staff appointment
was revoked, he had no work to do. By the
end of November, George was living with
his sister's family in Monroe, Michigan.
Lincoln selected General Ambrose
Burnside as Lee's next opponent. Burnside, 0
whose tremendous amount of facial hair
0
added the word "side burns" to the English

0
~
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acts of the war. With Stuart's permission, Pelham
hurried two guns and their cheering crews into an
exposed position on Meade's left flank. When
they opened fire, the guns mowed down the men
on Meade's flank. One of Pelham's guns was
quickly disabled and brought off the field. As
Union shells exploded around the brave cannoneers, Pelham continued blazing away with the
one gun with complete disregard for his own
safety. Pelham's gunfire confused the Federals on
the flank and caused them to hesitate. Far up the
line General Lee watched Pelham's actions
through binoculars and muttered, "It is glorious
to see such courage in one so young." Finally,
having exhausted his ammunition, Pelham and
the remaining members of the gun crew hitched
up the gun and galloped to safety.
Following Burnsides' defeat and subsequent
retreat from Fredericksburg, the armies of the
North and South went into camp near
Fredericksburg to await spring. In late December
Meade was rewarded for his success at
Fredericksburg by being placed in command of
the Fifth Corps of the Army of the Potomac. In
January, 1863, Burnside resigned and General
Joseph Hooker took his place. Also in January,
a very unhappy George Custer traveled to
New Jersey to help McClellan write reports
concerning the movements of the Union
army while under McClellan's command.
In March, John Pelham, the gallant leader of
the Stuart Horse Artillery, was killed by
Federal artillery at Kelly's Ford on the
Rappahannock.
On the last day of April, Hooker
crossed the Rappahannock upstream
from Fredericksburg and moved against
Lee's left flank. When the blue coats
clashed with advance Rebel units,
however, Hooker lost his nerve and
. withdrew his 115,000 man army to a
defensive
position
near
Chancellorsville, some ten miles west
of Fredericksburg.
To deal with the threat on his left, Lee
kept 10,000 men in the old lines at
Fredericksburg and marched his remaining
50,000 to Chancellorsville. On May 2 the Confederate leader divided his already split army
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into three parts by sending Jackson with 30,000
men on a march around Hooker's left flank which
Stuart had discovered was "in the air."
When Jackson's men crashed out of the
woods and crumpled the unsuspecting Federal
flank at suppertime, General Meade's trained ear
instantly told him what had happened. He
quickly posted the Fifth Corps along the nearest
road to stop the fleeing bluecoats and brought up
sixty guns to strengthen his position. Before the
Fifth Corp got involved, darkness put an end to
the fighting. Though the Southern infantry commanded by Jeb Stuart (Jackson had been fatally
wounded the night before) resumed the attack the
next morning, most of the Fifth Corps never fired
a shot at the Battle of Chancellorsville.
Two days later, the Federal Army of the
Potomac retreated across the Rappahannock.
And once again the door was open for the Rebels
to carry the war north.
Screened by Stuart's cavalry, the Army of
Northern Virginia quietly left their lines along the
banks of the Rappahannock in early June and
marched north. On June 9 the reorganized Union
Cavalry Corps crossed the Rappahannock
twenty-five miles above Fredericksburg and
caught Stuart napping. The ensuing Battle of
Brandy Station, the largest cavalry fight of the
war, saw the blue troopers forced back, but not
before giving an excellent showing of themselves
and discovering Lee's movement. With the information gained by the cavalry, Hooker immediately began pursuing the Rebel infantry.
A week later Stuart and the Federal horseman
tangled again near Aldie, Virginia. The original
Union attack broke Stuart's first line of defense,
only to be pushed back in a counterattack by Jeb's
reserves. Brigadier General Judson Kilpatrick ordered two blue cavalry regiments to halt the
Southerners, but most of the men in the two regiments had little, if any, combat experience. When
they faltered, Kilpatrick dashed out on his horse
to rally his men, few of whom could hear him in
the din of the battle. Suddenly, a captain who was
hard to ignore because of his long, bright curls
flowing over his shoulders, dashed out to join
Kilpatrick. The captain, a member of the Calvary
Corps commander's staff, waved his sword
wildly, pointed at the Southern troopers, and gal-

loped toward them alone. After riding a short distance, the officer turned to the blue troopers and
yelled, "Come on, boys!" So inspired, the Federal
horseman attacked and defeated Stuart's riders.
The captain who led the attack was none other
than George Custer.
At 3 AM on Sunday, June 28, George Meade
was awakened by a visitor from the War Department. At first, Meade thought he was being arrested by Hooker for telling the War Department
what he thought of the commanding general. The
visitor quickly assured him that he was not under
arrest, but had been given the command of the
Army of the Potomac. Meade protested, but gave
up when he realized his orders left him no choice
in the matter. When Lee found out about Meade's
appointment later that night, he said, "General
Meade will commit no blunder in my front, and if
I make one he will make haste to take advantage
of it."
Three days after Meade's appointment, the
Army of the Potomac and the Army of Northern
Virginia collided at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. In
the opening hours of the fight, John Reynolds,
whose First Corps was the first Federal infantry to
arrive, was killed instantly by a Rebel sharpshooter. The battle raged throughout the day and
in late afternoon the Army of the Potomac was
forced back. Darkness came too soon, however,
for the Confederates to attack and complete the
victory.
At dawn on July 2 the armies of Robert E. Lee
and George G. Meade glared at each other. The
lives of the two commanders had come full circle
since they had met aboard the Petrita during the
Mexican War. The acquaintances had become enemies.
While the main armies came to grips on the
third and final day of the Battle of Gettysburg,
July 3, the lives of two other men came together
again. Confederate troopers led by Stuart rode
toward Meade's rear in an effort to cut off the
Union line of retreat should Lee break Meade's
line in a Rebel attack planned for later in the day.
George Custer, who had been promoted to brigadier general of reserves for his attack at Aldie, had
different plans.
In mid morning, some three miles from the
main battlefield at Gettysburg, Stuart and

Custer's Michigan Brigade-which included the
Sixth and Seventh Michigan Cavalry, regiments
trained in Grand Rapids on a site now occupied
by Butterworth Hospital-clashed in a series of
slashing charges and vicious countercharges.
When the dust settled, Stuart had been defeated and Custer, only twenty-three years
old, held the field. The Southern supremacy
in cavalry was no more.
At the end of the Civil War, the lives of
Lee and Meade, Stuart and Custer separated
again. Robert Lee served as the president of
Washington and Lee University in Virginia
from 1865 until his death in 1870. George Meade
remained in the military and earned the rank of
major general in the regular army before he died
of pneumonia in 1872. Jeb Stuart was mortally
wounded at the Battle of Yellow Tavern on May
10, 1864, shot by a trooper serving in Custer's
brigade. George Custer reverted to the rank of
colonel in the regular army, and, believing he
was invincible, led his command against the
Sioux Indians on the western frontier. The
Sioux proved him wrong at the Battle of Little
Big Horn on June 26, 1876.
0
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April Diephouse

Hedges in Kidwelly
Fingers of creeping stunted life
Ensnare themselves
Within themselves.
This chaotic maze of dexterous mass
Puzzles the landscape,
Forming shapes of shapes
Around each innocent fertile swell.

Jennifer Snoeyink

my Lord on
high
sky scrapes the
blue clouds dry
bone dry
I sun shined
beams
of steel so
soul a
lone
i
feel my stone
beat skip
on waves
of shiftorn s and
i
walk black
ground
down
deep
earth
o!
my red clay blood
black dirt bones
beat burst in
ah!
My Lord
reigns
down
mymud
narrow soul
clean white as
clouds in
sky blue
high
AMI!

Dan Emshoff

IN MEMORY OF
.
.THE COURAGEOUS WOMEN
WHO DIED FROM
ILLEGAL UNSAFE ABORTIONS
BECAUSE
THEY HAD NOC

The women's movement in the United States began with the campaign
for suffrage. After losing steam in the 1940s and 50s, the movement experienced a resurgence in the 1970s with the drive for the passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment. Molly Yard, an heir of this tradition of campaigning
and president of the National Organization for Women (NOW) since 1987,
is outspoken on the issue of women's rights. ·Called "The Unsinkable Molly
Yard" by the Washington Post, her opinions represent those of a significant
portion of women in the United States.
Molly Yard was born in Shanghai, China, the third of four daughters of
Methodist missionary parents. After returning to the States, she began her
career as a political activist at Swarthmore College where she led a movement to eliminate the sorority system which discriminated against Jews.
Once out of college, she became an activist in the trade union movement as
well as within the Democratic Party. While working for the party she was a
member of the Democratic Charter Commission which drew up the party's
affirmative action rules ensuring representation of women and minorities at
the Democratic National Convention. She was a key organizer of the historic civil rights march on Washington in 1963, and she continues to work
for affirmative action regulations today from her office two blocks north of
the White House. Over the course of our forty-five minute conversation,
she struck me as a woman of strong convictions, and I detected the ability to

By Shelley Klop

energize a large crowd of people. At times during the interview, I imagined
her speaking to a crowd at a political rally instead of with me on the telephone. Though not overly friendly, she was very courteous.
It seemed natural to begin by asking a question about the situation which
is on everyone's mind as of late. So I asked, "What do you think of the Gulf
crisis?"
"NOW has passed resolution opposing the invasion of Kuwait that says
that we do not think our troops should be used except as part of a United Nations peace keeping force. We should be allowing the sanctions to work. We
think that going to war is just totally insane."
Yard is also concerned with the issue of American women having to comply with Saudi Arabian customs. "Why do our female soldiers have to kowtow to Saudi customs? It is one of the most opIf South Africa were invaded, people pressive regimes against women. If South Africa
would not stand still for defending an were invaded, people would not stand still for defending an apartheid regime. Well, Saudi Arabia
apartheid regime.
Well, Saudi is
an apartheid regime. It is totally sex segregated.
Arabia is an apartheid regime. It is Women are not allowed to do anything. We know
totally sex segregated . ... We point they don't like it because they dared to demonout that it is unacceptable to be de- strate by driving cars by themselves. We point out
that it is unacceptable to be defending a sex-segrefending a sex-segregated society.
gated society."
NOW is concerned with defending the rights of women not only in Saudi
Arabia but also in the United States. The objective of NOW, according to
Yard, is "to bring women into full equality in the United States in every way.
Our main, bottom-line issue is putting the Equal Rights Amendment into the
Constitution. Until we do, women will not be treated equally under the law."
In order to illustrate this point, she cited the example of Central High
School in Philadelphia. About fifteen years ago, the school was open to boys
only. A family applied for admission for their daughter and they were refused. They appealed this decision up through the federal Supreme Court,
and the decision stood that their daughter was not being discriminated
against. She was not admitted. About six years ago, another family did the
same thing except they went through the state court system. Because Pennsylvania has already adopted the Equal Rights Amendment, the court ruled
that girls could not be discriminated against on the basis of their sex only.
This girl was admitted to Central High.
"It's absolutely essential to get the Equal Rights Amendment passed; because until we do, discrimination cases against women will not be treated the
same way they are against racial minorities, and discrimination is wholesale
against women everywhere. People are reluctant to go to court because they
figure they will lose without the Equal Rights Amendment in the Constitution."
Those who fight for women's rights are typically given the label feminist.
There are many different definitions of feminism so I asked Yard what she
means when she uses the term. Yard defines a feminist as "a woman or man
who believes that women and men should be treated equally." According to
this definition it seems that everyone can be a feminist, and it is not the radical position that many assume. I asked her whether she advocates a feminist
separation from mainstream society because of its oppressiveness. She denied any sort of desire for separation.
"We are absolutely opposed to separation. We are for an integrated soci28 DIALOGUE

~ty. We have men in our membership. We have men in our leadership. We
lfe absolutely for an integrated society."
In November, 1989, NOW organized a march on Washington to support
:he continued legal status of abortion. This pro-choice stance is perhaps
\JOW' s most visible position. I explained to her that this pro-choice stance is
very unpopular at Calvin, a campus which is predominantly pro-life. Her
iismayed reaction was, "Unpopular, which campus are you?"
When I explained again that I was from the college of the Christian Reformed Church she replied, "Oh yes, now I remember reading about you." I
oegan to wonder whether Calvin was an anomaly. In order to prove that the
2hristian Reformed Church was not unaware of women's issues, I mentioned that it had recently moved towards opening up the offices of elder and
minister to women. Yard responded with an enthusiastic, "Hooray!
Progress!" She then proceeded to comment on the
church.
"The church has been
one of the greatest oppressors of all the institutions
in this country. They've
been patriarchal. I find it
fascinating that we have
thousands of Catholics in
the membership of NOW
who have totally turned
their backs on the church.
They have no use for it because of its oppressive
ways against women. But
in a good many of the Protestant churches there are
some very strong women,
and they have been working for many years at
breaking down the prejudices in the church against
women. I think they have
made good progress. I consider it all a part of the women's movement. I
think that what's happening in the church is very significant and the fact that
your church has made that step is a real plus."
In accordance with its pro-choice stance, NOW is currently working to
bring RU 486, the French abortion pill, into the United States. Yard is in the
vanguard of this effort. She described how this drug works.
"It's very simple. You go to the doctor, he gives you the pills which you
take with a glass of water, and you go home. Forty-eight hours later you
come back to the doctor and he gives you a shot of prostaglandin and that's
it."
I stated that the French government requires a minimum of four visits to
the doctor after taking the drug and asked whether she advocated the same
restrictions.
She responded, "Who told you four visits? That is a lie."
I told her that I had read it in the New Republic, feeling sure she would be
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persuaded by the credibility of my source. She was not.
"The New Republic has it wrong; don't believe everything you read. We
actually went to Paris, and we talked to the developer of the drug. We talked
to the head of OB/ GYN in one of the major Paris hospitals. Generally speaking, after any kind of procedure you would go back to your doctor maybe
four, five, or six weeks later but the requirement is that you go twice."
An argument in favor of bringing the drug into
the
United States is that it has also been effective in
I think that the drug trafficking that's
happening in this country is a terrible curing other diseases.
"There are all kinds of researchers pushing for
thing . ... The real tragedy is that this it because
it is not just an abortifacient. It has alsociety didn't pay any attention to ready been used in this country for advanced
what was happening years ago with cases of breast cancer. They know it is a cure for
heavy, heavy unemployment among Cushing' s syndrome, a very rare form of cancer
the poor of our country. It's all com- [which results in obesity and hypertension due to
ing home to roost now, and nobody a tumor in the pituitary gland]. They believe it can
be used in the birth process to eliminate many ceshould be surprised.
sarean sections. It is clearly an important discovery for all kinds of medical purposes. The medical community is very incensed about the whole thing, as am I. I am simply off the wall about it.
There are at least 5,000 Cushing's syndrome patients in this country. We
know this is a cure and we know without it they will die. Can you imagine
an administration, because I tell you the Food and Drug Administration
comes straight from the White House, condemning 5,000 people to cold
blooded murder? That is what they are doing."
I brought up an argument used against the drug that a woman could get
the pill and use it while she is in her second trimester. Yard responded with
some ambivalence to this. Initially she said "It doesn't work. You have to use
it by the seventh week." But later she said, "I have no idea. I think it has no
effect at all, but I don't know that because I don't know enough about it. I
don't understand the process enough. It's very clear that if a person doesn't
take it by the seventh week it's useless."
It struck me that perhaps if the president of the National Organization for
Women is this unsure of what this drug can do, the hesitation of the FDA
may be warranted.
I asked what other issues NOW is addressing or is concerned with, noting
that the female prison population is growing, largely as a result of drugs.
"I think that the drug trafficking that's happening in this country is a terrible thing. It does affect a lot of women and I don't think anything serious is
being done about it. I think it's a lot of show and not any -real progress. The
real tragedy is that this society didn't pay any attention to what was happening years ago with heavy, heavy unemployment among the poor of our country. It's all coming home to roost now, and nobody should be surprised. We
should be doing something about it, and nothing is being done. It's really
outrageous. Imagine that you don't have money to provide decent medical
care. But you can bail out the savings and Joan industry, one of the most corrupt activities, carried on under the eye of the federal government."
Along with the problems of unemployment and providing decent medical care is the problem of race relations in this country. I asked how she
would evaluate the progress of civil rights since she had organized the civil
rights march in 1963.
She responded with great conviction. "The progress of civil rights was
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magnificent in this country until Ronald Reagan was elected President. Be
was the worst thing that ever happened to this country in my opinion. He
was a stupid man who was there only for the advantage of his friends."
Yard explained that the reason Reagan was able to do so much damage
was that he understood the discontent of those who felt threatened by racial
minorities.
"People were threatened because our economy went to hell under Ronald
Reagan, and when you lose you job you look for the first scapegoat." Yard
thinks that the effects of Reagan's administration are still being felt today.
She used the example of Jesse Helms' victory over Harvey Gantt. "The way
Jesse Helms won that race was to appeal to the fears of people who lost, or
are about to lose, their jobs. He ran a thirty second TV spot showing a white
male hand crushing a rejection slip for a job, saying 'I lost out to a black man
because we have a quota system.' That could not have happened ten years
ago because at that time this country was committed to the idea that every
human being should have an equal opportunity. That all changed under Ronald Reagan. Now it is everyone for himself, herself, and to hell with other
people."
Despite Yard's pessimism about the present, she is working to improve
the political future of this country. She believes that our political parties have
become too unrepresentative. The campaigns have become more expensive
and rely heavily on special interest groups and big
businesses. "They all get their money from the
T he progress of civil rights was magsame source and they all answer to the same
nificent in this country until Ronald
tune."
Reagan was elected President. He
NOW is currently deliberating about the best
was the worst thing that ever hapway to improve the system. One faction would
pened to this country in my opinion.
like to start a new party, the other would like to
reform the existing parties. Yard believes that
change is important because, "Every issue that NOW works with is affected
by the politics of this country. If you don't have a representative government, it gets a little ridiculous."
Molly Yard is actively working to make political changes in the United
States and in the process is covered a great de~l in the press. In doing my research for this interview I read several articles which covered NOW and
Molly Yard. After reading the articles, I came away with a negative impression of both. I asked her, "Do you feel that the press has given you fair treatment?"
"Of course not!" she responded with conviction, "But I take it as a mark of
congratulations. If we weren't being successful, they would be ignoring us.
The press is controlled by the white-male hierarchy of this country, and they
do not want us to be successful. I've learned to tell a friendly paper from an
unfriendly paper. A friendly paper will print a very nice picture of me. An
unfriendly one will print the worst possible picture they can find. They
make me look just dreadful. I'm sure they tell their reporters to take those
pictures." As we concluded the interview I wondered how these pictures
would be judged.
0
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Faith Healing
Sterile white-scrubbed orderlies
wheel in the patient on Latin phrases
(insistent stainless steel echoes).
Hasty preparation of mumbled incantationsDeft incisions
cross head to gut, breast to breast.
Quick now
bare
excise
candle-cauterize quivering doubt;
Pronounce the benediction.

Jenny Gage

April Diephouse

Jim Heethuis

The Other Shoe By Nathan Bos
Don't Panic. Yes, it is the beginning of February
already. But no, it's not too late to find that special
\
someone to share your Valentine's Day with. I know, I
know, you haven't found anyone who really lit up your
love meter in the last two decades or_so, so why should
you be optimistic about the next two weeks? y OU do have
reason to be optimistic, however, because in this month's
edition of "The Other Shoe" I've compiled the best dating
ideas and most scientific courting strategies into this comprehensive, step-bystep, easy-to-use, one-size-fits-all, guaranteed-for-life, no-assembly-required,
suitable-for-everyday-use:

LOVE DOCTOR'S GUIDE FOR DATING ON A DEADLINE
The first thing you need to do, of course, is to find that perfect soulmate who
can tie a Boy Scout knot in your heartstrings and make the feeling last for all
eternity, or at least until President's Day. The modern single person has a variety
of options in matching himself or herself up with a compatible partner. Let's
explore a few of your choices:
OPTION #1: COMPUTER DATING
The concept behind computer dating is very simple. First, you should obtain
a degree in computer science. Then you should start hanging out in the computer
room in the basement of North Hall, waiting to see that person of your dreams
burst into tears because he or she cannot get that tool-of-the-devil-to-make-yousay-things-you-shouldn't assignment program to run. Strike up a deal and don't
go cheaply.
OPTION #2: FRIEND OF A FRIEND METHOD
This straightforward method of meeting a member of the opposite sex
through mutual acquaintances has matched up many attractive and compatible
people, leaving, of course, everyone else high and dry. If you can swing such an
arrangement go for it, but remember: dating a friend of a friend guarantees that
if you do something really stupid, everyone you know may hear about it before
the end of the weekend.
OPTION #3: ASK SOMEONE YOURSELF
This method of getting a date sounds very good when you're sitting in class
looking at that cute, friendly person across the aisle who you talk to every day in
the library. Later that evening, however, when you've looked up his or her
number and are sitting by the phone, calling that person will seem somewhat less
appealing than committing ritual suicide with fingernail clippers. My advice:
don't try it. If everyone starts getting up the courage to call people, the bottom will
fall right out of the advice column business.
OPTION #4: KNOW LOTS OF GREAT PICK-UP LINES
Many people believe that a snazzy pickup line is the key to finding a love
partner. These people, by the way, are highly sought after by psychologists doing
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research on television and misspent youth. Here is a sample
comparison between a typical Hollywood pickup scene and an
attempted real-life adaptation:
Male hero: (vibrant, yet controlled) That was quick thinking, shooting the
detonator out of his hand before he destroyed the President's 747.
.
Woman: (breathless) I guess I just followed my instincts.
b=::===';-=
: ·-- - Man: Do you always follow your instincts?
Woman: (sultrily) It depends on what they tell me.
Man: What are your instincts telling you to do right now? (Dialogue
smolders on from there.)

Real-life adaptation:
Man: (secretly vibrant but a little unfocussed) Do you always shoot to detonate
your instincts?
Woman: What?
Man: I mean, uh, do you listen to your instincts. Like, do your instincts tell you
to come here often?
Woman: You mean to class? (Conversation is halted when man suddenly remembers that he has to go and join the French Foreign Legion.)
If all else fails, fall back on a classic. Ask your target babe, "What's your sign?"
and consult the next section.
OPTION #5: CONSULT YOUR HOROSCOPE
Many people consult their horoscopes to determine their own unique personality and compatibility traits. This horoscope will probably not help you find
either.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Born under this sign, you have a major crush on
Libra who doesn't know you're alive because they're still infatuated with that fast
and loose Virgo they met this summer. Your plan to get close to your Libra by
dating a Capricorn will fail.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) A passionate lover and loyal friend, you tend to be a
quiet person, although you can speak up for yourself in challenging situations like
when people mock you because your sign of the Zodiac is a fish.
ARIES (March 21-April 20) Stop trying to shock your parents by bringing home
Leos and settle down with that nice Sagittarius your mother wants to fix you up
with.
TAURUS has been recalled for transmission problems.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) You may be in remission with a good chance of full
recovery.
LEO-VIRGO (July 23-Aug. 22) Born in these months, you probably have a pretty
good tan in your driver's license picture. Try to use this to your advantage.
DOMINO, LITTLE CAESAR'S (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Buy one mail-order bride and
get one free, except they'll both be really small and sort of skimpy. Free delivery.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Try to find yourself a LIBRAted woman. HA! HA! HA!
HA! Use that joke as practice. If you laugh at that, you can laugh at every other
stupid joke your date might tell.
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,CORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Bornbetween these two dates, there's a decent chance
you were actually conceived on Valentine's Day. Try not to think about it.
3AGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) A large, plant-eating dinosaur of the Jurassic
period.
2APRICORN and I don't care, CAPRICORN, and I don't care, CAPRICORN and
[ don't care, my master's gone away.
fHE FIRST DATE
So now, you've found that semi-special someone, and he or she has a little red
heart with your name on it on the calendar. It's time to tackle pre-date preparations.
WHAT TO WEAR
Girls: Dress casual, yet elegant. Spirited and sassy, yet sincere. Most importantly,
try to make a statement with the clothes you select. The best way to do this is to
wear an embroidered sweater that reads "This $3.95 Chow Town deluxe burger
platter isn't going to get you squat, so just keep your eyes on the centerpiece,
cowboy."
Guys: Don't try to make a statement with your clothes. Just wear the outfit your
mother gave you for Christmas; it's got a very high percentage of matching.
PERFUME AND COLOGNE
On first dates it is traditional for both parties to wear
plenty of perfume or cologne. Most first date participants define plenty as "enough scent so that a good
police dog could trace your path all the way to the ~ · : .
Himalayas and back, even if you went by airplane."
WHERETO GO
Guys, on the first date·the location should be your
decision. Don't wait until she gets in the car to ask her,
"Where would you like to go?" This is a bad move
because 1) your choosing the restaurant will show
her that you are decisive and sophisticated, and 2)
you know darn well she's not going to pick the
Chow Town Burger Paradise, and that's the only
place you have coupons for.
WHAT TO BRING
On Valentine's Day, the guy should really bring his
date a gift. Definitely.get some roses, and maybe something
to go with them. The gift that goes best with roses is, of course,
a rose-colored sports car. I understand, however, that if you
had a rose-colored sports car to give away you'd probably also
have a date and wouldn't be needing all this pathetic advice.
So, in lieu of the car, bring some candy in a box. If candy
is also out of your price range, don't despair! Make do - - - - - - ,
with an empty candy box and cut up your own 3
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Musketeers bars. Then try not to look guilty when she eats the third piece and
says, "Oh, another nougat-filled candy. What a coincidence!" Also try not to
wonder exactly what is in nougat, just how much electrical voltage to the brain it
would take to_make a laboratory rat eat nougat, and what rare diseases the rat
might develop as a result.
WHAT TO TALK ABOUT OVER DINNER
The best way to start a conversation is to find some common interest in music,
or art, or a mutually favorite Superstar from the World Wrestling Federation.
Lacking some common interest, however, you should come to the date prepared
to start an intelligent conversation about your date's major. Here are some
guaranteed conversation starters and some last-resort icebreakers:
Philosophy: What is the essence of justice?
Last resort: What is the essence of nougat?
Psychology: So, you like Brussels sprouts. That's very interesting. Verrry
interesting.
Last resort: I tried to feed nougat to one of my lab rats but it stuck in his
whiskers, and now he can't run mazes because his little face sticks to the walls.
Chemistry: This Chow Town Burger would be much better with just a pinch
of aluminum trimenosulfate and FD&C yellow #7.
Last resort: I wonder what the half-life of nougat is?
CAS: The sixth sick sheik's sixth sheep's sick (repeat quickly).
Last resort: The new nanny needs another nip of nummy nougat.
Business: I think we could make a fortune selling Valentine's day candy.
Last resort: Nice rose-colored sports car.
THE GOODNIGHT KISS
Deciding whether to give or accept a goodnight kiss can be a traumatic
decision for some daters. The general rule is if the date went badly, forget it. If
the conversation was lousy and the food was worse, the girl may hurry a little bit
getting to the door at home, giving the guy his cue to leave.
Girls: If you don't want to give him a goodnight kiss, make sure to drop some
subtle hints to that effect on the way home. You know how attuned to subtle
hints men are. I will repeat that last sentence in case you didn't catch
it. You know how attuned to subtle hints men are. Now you're
getting the idea. Your best option may be to disembark from his
moving vehicle while you are still six to eight blocks from your
house.
Guys: Certainly, the topic of physical affection is not one to be
made light of. As we all know, our sexuality is a precious gift
from God which needs to be stewarded and treated with
utmost dignity. Use that reasoning with your date. Make
sure she doesn't miss the connection-sexuality is a gift, her
roses and candy were a gift. Really hammer away at that
mutual gift-giving theme. The only way that this tactic has
a chance of working, however, is if you brought her a rosecolored sports car and left the nougat at home.
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